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The Moon Angels of Immortality
Angels
of

E-M-Ch-E-B-A
13th Day of Lunar Cycle
Beloved,

When each day is happy,
safe,
inspired from within,
so that life is worth living,
and being alive is so wonderful that you never want it to end,
that is when youth and immortality can occur.
Within one minute of having a thought,
over a hundred thousand chemical changes occur in the human body.
Happy thoughts create happy emotions,
and happy emotions cause amazing anti aging chemical changes.

"....the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

When limiting beliefs and painful emotions
become so prevalent
that life seems unhappy, difficult and dangerous,
that is when death occurs.
Emotions cause such powerful chemical changes in the body,
and in all sentient life,
that ancient wisdom states that happiness is necessary for cohesion to
exist.

We are creators,
each one of us is unique,
we each have unique contributions to the whole,
and the whole has unique contributions to us.
By identifying ourselves with the one being
expressing through us and all beings in unique ways,
we tap into eternal life frequencies of happiness and joy.

"I have not given you the spirit of fear, but of joy, and life everlasting."
Therefore, because of the fact that within one minute of having a
thought,
over a hundred thousand chemical reactions occur in the body,
that out picture the frequencies of that thought,
it was written:

"Keep your eye single,
and the body shall be filled with light."

This eye is the pineal gland, called the 'third eye' in scripture.
This 'eye' responds to imagined visual images,
with their corresponding emotions,
with over twenty thousand psychoactive chemicals
that are a thousand times stronger
than psychoactive chemicals found in nature or that are synthetic.
Therefore, by visualizing heaven on earth,
including your physical body,
as ever young, ever beautiful, ever perfect,
corresponding chemical reactions occur.
Now is the time to create beauty in both our inner and outer worlds.
It is written,

"The last enemy to be overcome is death."
When people flow with divine thoughts and their corresponding ecstatic
emotions,
physical bodies no longer out picture imperfection.
Divine emotions stimulate certain chemical responses in physical
bodies so that bodies go into youth and immortality instead of aging,
sickness and death.
Sacred human body temples of divine being no longer age and become
sick.
With enlightenment, it becomes easy to see that there is no true death,
but only changes into other states.
By constantly keeping changing emotions healed and positive,

changes into other states occur without the necessity of physical death.
If a person does not know how to heal inner pain,
and death is welcomed as a benefactor of relief,
reincarnation occurs when the transition of death has caused healing
within,
and life in physical creation is again seen as desirable.
Deep spiritual awareness is awakening within
our desires, thoughts, soul and emotions and physical existence.
We are waking up to realize Heaven on Earth in all areas of living,
both inwardly and outwardly,
amazed at discovering youth and immortality
of our spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical bodies.
When desires and thoughts are enlightened
and align in clarity and perfect purity with divine emotional states,
Heaven manifests on the physical plane.
When our emotions are divinely beautiful,
and life seems beautiful,
inwardly and in outer worlds,
that is when the proper chemicals are produced organically to renew
the
body indefinitely.

We help the children of light remember that flowing emotions are the
magnetic power of the Law of Attraction;
and that flowing desires, thoughts, and emotions are the precursors of
new realities on the
physical plane.

Clear and pure flowing emotions of divine virtues, of love,
omnipotence,
omnipresence, spiritual morality, youth, vitality, perfection, beauty,
the highest good of all, etc. attract corresponding
anti-aging results in the physical body.
Because a child of God in day to day life often must embrace negative
flowing
emotions for the purpose of transmuting and healing them with all
encompassing,
unconditional love,
we teach ways in which the power of positive
flowing emotions on the physical body can be held constantly in an

unbroken field of energy in order to continuously attract immortality.
We do this by teaching each person to imagine and create a visual
image
of their physical body in perfect health, youth, and beauty.
This image in thought is created both on an intellectual level and in
flowing emotions.
In ancient times this image was often symbolized by the mystics
on a physical level in the form of a talisman.
The created mental image of the body in perfect health,
youth, and beauty visualized and felt on a day to day basis is
filled and enlivened by flowing feelings of wonderful life-enhancing
emotions signaling the call for perfected body and spirit,
so that the pineal gland activates amazing chemicals of immortality.
This creates a permanent magnet of flowing emotional
energy that is constantly attracting immortality and
affects the physical body in a positive manner.
This physical "memory" of flowing emotions of immortality becomes
an emotional software program "running in the background",
maintaining a constant flow of positive feeling magnetism, used
by the body to maintain a positive chemical stasis regardless
of other emotional "programs" running in the foreground.

Do the following:
(1)
Each morning upon waking, say to yourself,
"I am the Divine Youth, ever young, ever
beautiful, ever perfect. I have within me a joy body,
ever young, ever beautiful."
Remember that the physical body is mostly water, which
corresponds to flowing emotion. Create a visual image
with FLOWING EMOTIONS of being a Divine son or daughter of God,
ever young and ever perfect.
(2)
Each time a negative emotion or belief attracts
aging, tiredness, and feelings of not wanting to live,
remember the image of yourself as a Divine Youth,
ever young, ever beautiful, ever perfect, ever joyous.

With this image strong within you, now embrace, thank and love any
negative
desires, thoughts,emotions and situations, for they were only trying to
protect you.
Now
let them flow with compassion,
as you are releasing them for change and transformation.
(3)
Train yourself to remember this young immortal image of yourself.
Imagine, visualize, feel, sense, and intellectually grasp yourself as
Youth Divine, ever young, ever beautiful, ever perfect, ever developing.
In this way the body is instructed what to do.

"Except ye be as little children,
ye shall in no wise enter the Kingdom of Heaven."
Remember this ancient exercise that mystics use to retain appearance
of being a youth of approximately sixteen years of age.
Over time, and according to the clarity of your flowing tangible
feelings and emotions, and visualizations of
the divine virtues, of joy and youth, and the image of Divine Youth,
of perfect youth, vitality, beauty, and health;
all of these take on a powerful life of their own.
By constantly reinforcing this through repetition,
the immortal self becomes stronger and stronger.
The body identifies with the Divine Youth image and flows with
youthful flowing visceral emotions,
and glands create chemicals necessary to retain youth and good health.
The intelligence of the body, in creating new cells,
forms the body to become ever more beautiful.

Meditate on the divine virtues associated with the letters of our name,
and call on our help, to realize the following:
E-M-Ch-E-B-A
E
The infinite power of Divine Intelligence dwells
within all of creation, large and small.
M
The magnetic power of flowing feelings attract
new realities into physical manifestation.
Ch
Constantly creating a clearly defined mental image of
a perfect, divine, youthful, and beautiful physical body,
and flowing with the emotions of divine virtues,
E
Allows indwelling Divine Intelligence to continually
flow with emotions of Divine Youth
beauty, and perfection.
B
This attracts the manifestation of the polarity of immortality
instead of death, and manifests on the physical level.
A and umlaut A (ae)
Clairvoyant communication between the
created image of perfection, health, and youth with
the indwelling intelligence of the physical body is maintained.

The ability to release all imperfection is mastered on all levels.

When desires and thoughts are enlightened
and align in clarity and perfect purity with divine emotional states,
Heaven manifests on the physical plane.

Everything in creation was created beautiful, from the smallest
atom to the largest galaxy. The children of God are the
crown of creation, and it is the will of Divine Providence
for them to be the most beautiful of all,
and to manifest all divine virtues
in clarity and perfect purity.
On the thirteenth day of every 28-Day Moon Cycle,
feelings of immortality and youth flood the Earth.
The innate desire for immortality and youth is actually an
attunement to the blueprint of Divine Providence for
the Children of Love and Light.

"All that I do, ye shall do and more."
"On Earth as it is in Heaven."

ECSTASY

Names, phrases, or sections, in Italics or single quotation marks are
quoted or paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon, [The Practice of
Magical

Evocation ISBN 3-921338-02-6 and The Key to the True Quaballah, ISBN
3-921338-13-4]. Publisher is Dieter Ruggeberg, Wuppertal/ W. Germany.
These books have detailed information on the meanings of the letters on all
four levels of will, mind, feeling, and form, and all of the beings of
the zodiac.
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Love brings miracles of happiness.

Together we are One,
Sharing love and light in ever-expanding
Harmonic Waves of Pure Being.

LANGUAGE OF COSMIC LOVE, A - Z
Love Brightens the Day, Love Lights the Way

Medically verified spontaneous remissions,
including regrowing of limbs,
and tales of miraculous healing from great teachers of old,
bear witness to divine effects
of conscious attunement to enlightenment and love.
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